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ABSTRACT. This stud y exam ines the effect of subglacial abrasion on the basal sliding term of the gravitational energy balance of the dynamic, temperate Nisqually Glacier on Mount Raini er, Washington, U .S.A.
Subglacial water flux is estimated as 3 X 107 m' a - I and suspended sediment flux as 3 X 10 7 kg a-I. Suspendedsediment flux is assumed to represent, within an o rder of magnitude, the annual mass eroded by subglacial
a brasion.
Subglacial abrasion involves both brittle fracture and plastic deformation. Field observations of basrelief and grooved depression striations appear to have exact counterparts in rock mechanics experiments
a pproximating subglacial velocities and normal stresses. Boulton's ([CI974]) abrasion model and a new
attritivity model proposed h erein are shown to predict subgl acial a brasion-rates within the limits of natural
variability and the error range of measurements. The first crude gravitational energy balance for lower
Nisqually Glacier (1.96 km' ) is attem pted and probably has only order-of-magnitude accuracy. The importance of subgl acial abrasion in dissipating basal sliding energy a t Nisqually Glacier is confirmed.
RESUME. Dissipation d't!tzergie par l'abrasioll sous-glaciaire au Nisqually Glacier, Washington, U.S.A. Cette
etud e exam ine l' effet d e l' abrasion sous-glaciai re sur le terme de glissement a la base du bilan energetique
gravitationnel du glacier tempen: actif d e Nisqually sur le Mont Rainier, Washington, U .S.A. L e d ebit
d'eau sous-gl aciaire est estime a 3 X 107 m 3 /a - 1 et le debit solide en suspension a 3 x 10 7 kg/a-I. On estime que
le debit solide en susp ension represente l'ordre de grandeur d e la masse annuelle d e l' erosion par a brasion
sous-glaciaire.
L'erosion sous-glaciaire comprend des deformations plastiques et des ruptures brisantes. Les observations
d e bas reli efs et de stries par cannclures creusees semblent avoir d es repliques exactes dans des experiences
d e mecanique des roches dans des conditions approximativement sous-glaciaires de vitesses et de contraintes
normales. Le modele d'erosion de Boulton ([CI974]) et un nouveau modeJe d'attritivite ici propose prevoient
les vit esses d'abrasion sous-glaciaire dans les limites de la variabilite naturelle et du niveau de l' erreur sur les
mesures. Le premier bilan brut d'energie gravitationnelle pour la p artie basse du Nisqually Glacier (1,96 km')
est tente et n'a probablemen t que la precision d'un ordre de grandeur. L'importance de l'erosio n sousglaciaire pour la dissipation de l'energie de glissement au fond du glacier Nisqually est confirmee.
ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. Energieverbrauch bei der subglazialen Abrasion am Nisqually Glacier, Washington, U.S.A.
Diese Studie untersucht die Auswirkung d er subglazialen Abrasion auf den Gl!,!itanteil an der Bila nz der
Gravitationsenergie des bewegten, temperierten Nisqually Glacier a m Mount Rainier, Washington, U.S.A.
D er subgl az iale Wasserfluss betragt schatzungsweise 3 X 10 7 m' pro Jahr, der Gehalt an suspendierten
Sedimenten 3 X 107 kg pro Jahr. Letzterer durfte innerhalb e iner Grossenordnung die von der subglaz ialen
Abrasion pro Jahr erodierte Masse darstellen.
Subglaziale Abrasion schliesst sowohl sproden Bruch wie plastische Deformation ein. Aus Feldbeobachtungen von K erbreliefs und geriefelten Schrammen wird ersichtlich, dass sie genaue Gegenstucke in
felsmechanischen V ersuchen haben, die annahernd unter subglazialen Geschwindigkeiten und Normalspannungen stattfinden. Es wird gezeigt, d ass Boulton ([c I974] ) Abrasionsmodell und ein neues, hier
vorgeschlagenes Verschleissmodell die subglazialen Abrasionsraten innerhalb der naturlichen Schwankungsgrenzen und der Beobachtungsgenauigkeit zu berechnen gestatten . Eine erste, rohe Bilanz der Gravitationsenergie fur den unteren Nisqually Glacier ( 1,96 km') wind aufgestellt; sie halt sich vermutlich nur innerhalb
der ri chtigen Grossenordnung. Die Bedeutung subglazialer Abrasion fUr den Aufbrauch der Gleitenergie
am Untergrund bestatigt si ch fur den Nisqually Glacier.

INTRODUCTION

Recent work by Rothlisberger ( 1968) and Kamb and others (1976) indicates that subglacial abrasion has a significant, perhaps dominant, role as the erosional process directly
dissipating the basal sliding energy of temperate glaciers. The present study evaluates this
hypothesis on the basis of a review of relevant aspects of glacial abrasion and sedimenttransport hydraulics, measurements of sediment flux, and consideration of the gravitational
energy balance of temperate glaciers. The importance of glacial abrasion in dissipating basal
sliding energy appears confirmed, at least for Nisqually Glacier, Mount Rainier, Washington,
U.S.A. (Fig. I).
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I. Location map of the [976 Nisqually Glacier terminus and the surrounding terrain. Contour interval is 10 m. Station A
is the location of all water and suspended-sediment flux measurements at the terminus. Station B is the 400 m gaging station,
plus summer and willter camp site. pH and carbonate-saturometer traverses were made between A and B, wherever snow and
rock avalanches allowed access to the stream. Base map after map by courtesy of u.S.G.S. Glaciology Project Office and
used by permission.
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SUBGLACIAL ABRASION MEASUREMENTS

Numerous workers have attempted to estimate the annual mass subglacially abraded by
the indirect method of sampling suspended sediment and bed load in streams emerging from
glacier termini (Klaeboe, 1951; Fahnestock, 1963; Arnborg and others, 1967; 0strem,
[CI97SJ; Collins, 1979). Many assumptions are involved in extrapolating these measurements
to give a figure for annual mass subglacially abraded; evaluation of their validity is attempted
in the present study.
Assumptions and errors of method

It is assumed that all suspended sediment measured in the glacial stream is produced by
subglacial abrasion. Fluvioglacial erosion during the study period is considered negligible
due to comparative field observations during peak ablation and sediment transport. Although
the glacial stream was an opaque, chocolate-brown color, a snow-melt stream with similar
discharge but flowing over the steeper, western Nisqually Valley lateral moraines (Fig. I)
showed no significant turbidity and was used as drinking water. Both streams have opportunities for fluvial erosion over similar distances but only the heavily sediment-laden glacial
stream flushes an environment where subglacial abrasion occurs.
Chemical dissolution of subglacially abraded mass prior to sampling at the terminus is
considered negligible. Assuming similar size distributions for a laboratory-crushed and
dissolved Nisqually Glacier sample and glacially abraded sediment, Keller and Reesman's
(1963) chemical-weathering experiment indicates 0.03 weight % of rock is dissolved. Nisqually
Glacier water has a calculated ionic strength of 10-4 and this purity is independently confirmed by specific conductances of 19 fJ.mohs at 2SoC in visually clear, spring run-off. Significantly, pH and carbonate-saturometer traverses established that subglacial waters, undersaturated with CO" rea~t to achieve equilibrium upon exiting the Nisqually Glacier terminus.
(See also Reynolds and Johnson (197 I), Stauffer and Berner ( 1978).) These results show that
more dissolution can occur within 400 m of exiting a temperate glacier than beneath one, if
the glacier bed is isolated from atmospheric CO 2 , Terminus sampling avoids this effect.
This study assumes all of the sediment annually eroded is essentially flushed out from
under the glacier by the end of the summer melt season. Although there is significant evidence
supporting the flushing hypothesis (0strem, [CI97SJ; Collins, 1979), there is evidence for
water storage for periods of years in some glaciers, and one example is Nisqually Glacier
(Richardson, 1968; Bodge, 1974)' Assuming for non-surging glaciers subglacial abrasion is
fairly constant over an interval of a few years, 0strem's ([CI97SJ) measurements give an
estimate of 50% by weight for the annual variation from incomplete flushing of abraded
sediment.
Usually about 40 % of the total subglacial sediment load is carried as "bed load", when
measured at the terminus of some Norwegian glaciers (0strem, [CI97SJ, 1976). This study
assumes fragments comprising the bed load are produced by other processes (such as plucking
and quarrying) and that the "suspended load" is an order-of-magnitude approximation to the
subglacially abraded mass.
There appears to be a seasonal variation in the detailed sediment-concentration-waterdischarge relationships as different water and sediment sources are incorporated into the
subglacial plumbing system during the winter-to-summer melt transition (Collins, 1979).
Integration of daily mass-flux measurements through time, when observations are lacking, can
be a serious error if extraordinary, short-term releases of water and sediment are overlooked
(0strem, [CI97SJ; Collins, 1979).
Water-discharge measurements made by stream gages can be grossly in error due to
geologic changes in the stream cross-section and hydraulic jumps. Current-meter techniques
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or careful gage construction will overcome these problems (Collins, 1978; Anderton and
Chinn, 1978).
Water- and sediment-flux measurements varied by 2-5 times only 400 m down-stream from
terminus observations. During constant water flux in early spring, down-stream measurements (at B in Figure I) showed increased sediment flux from erosion of bed fines up-stream.
All previous studies assumed that one sample of suspended sediment suffices to calculate
accurately sediment flux through a given cross-section. In winter this is correct, but that
sediment is a negligible part of the annual load . In summer, lateral variations in suspended
sediment concentration of 2-8 times were recorded within a 30 s interval at a given crosssection. Each sample of a section profile was taken in 5 s, so some time variation cannot be
ruled out.
Method of measurements
Sediment-flux estimates were obtained by multiplying measurements of suspended-sediment concentration by those of water flux measured at the glacier terminus. Suspendedsediment samples were taken using the technique of 0,trem ([CI97S] ), but with additional
cross-stream samples characterizing lateral variation in different flow .regimes. Water-flux
measurements were made with a Price current meter and sounding rod, using the technique
of Fahnestock (1963) . Mean water velocities were computed as 0.6 times surface velocities
(Fahnestock, 1963), mainly to reduce equipment damage from bed-load collisions during
summer.
Observations
The winter of 1976-77 was an abnormally dry one for Mount Rainier. Less snow was
available for run-off. During a similarly dry year (1959), Fahnestock (1963) thought that
substantial melt from the upper reaches of Mount Rainier was the cause of observed increases
in water and sediment flux from Emmons Glacier, compared to the previous summer. If this
was the case in the present study, the measured fluxes are greater than in "normal precipitation" years.
Table I shows the estimated yearly water and sediment fluxes from beneath the glacier.
Included are both a daily averaged sediment flux and one derived from a least-squares powerlaw fit of suspended sediment concentration versus water discharge as shown in Figure 2.
For the flux measurements in Table I, January through June represent field measurements at
TABLE I. 1977 WATER AND SEDIMENT FLUXES FROM NISQUALLY GLACIER, MOUNT RAINIER, WASHINGTON

January'
February'
March '
April'
May'
June l
July2
August 2
September 2
October 3
November 3
December 4
Annual total

Averaged water flux
m 3 month- ' m 3 cum. months- I
3 X 10 5
3 X 10 5
6 x 10 5
3 X 10 5
9 X 10 5
3 X 105
I X 106
4 X 105
8 x 105
2 X 106
7 X 106
9 X 106
2 X 107
7 X 106
2 X 107
7 X 106
3 X 10 7
7 X 106
4 X 10 5
3 X 10 7
4 X 105
3 X 10 7
3 X 10 7
3 X 10 5

3 x l07m3a- 1

Averaged sediment flux
kg month- I kg cum. months- '
8 x 102
8 x 102
3 X 10 3
4 X 10 3
I x 10'
I X la'
3 X 10'
4 X 10'
8 x 104
4 X 104
7 X 106
7 X 10 6
6
I X 10 7
7 X 10
2 X 107
7 X 106
7 X 106
3 X 107
3 X 104
3 X 10 7
3 X 10 7
3 X 10'
3 X 103
3 X 107
3 X 10 7 kg a - I

I Measured fluxes.
2 Assumed same daily flux as June.
3 Assumed same daily flux as April.
• Assumed same daily flux as February.
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Power-law relation sediment flux
kg month- ' kg cum. months- I
5 X 10 3
5 X 103
4 X 10 3
9 X 103
I X 10'
5 X 10 3
2 X 104
7 X 10 3
6 x 10'
4 X 104
g x 106
9 X 106
6
2 X 107
g x 10
g x 106
3 X 107
3 X 107
9 X 106
3 X 107
7 X 10 3
3 X 107
7 X 10 3
3 X 10 7
5 X 103
3 X 10 7 kg a-I
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station A. The remaining six months were estimated from a monthly ratio of terminus to
gaging station discharge co mpared to previous years' water-flux records taken solely at the
U.S.G.S . gaging station , 1.8 km from the terminus (Fig. I ) .
Early in the year (January throug h March), the subglacial sediment flux appeared to b e
increasing independ entl y of discharge, as predicted by 0strem ([C I 97S] ). The sediment
transport during the entire month of January is equaled in 5 min in J une ! Althoug h the
power-law relation (r = 300.4X1.47 where r is in mg I- I and X in m 3 S-I) had a much better
correlation coefficient (r = 0 .925) th a n those in th e literature, the author believes this is
probably due to relatively few concen tration measurements being take n a t a given water
discharge. The more d e tai led sampling of Coli ins ( 1979) supports this interpretation.
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ATTRITION GRINDING-THE MECHANISM OF SUBGLACIAL ABRASION

Attrition grinding is grinding by frictional wear. Attrition grinding appears to be the
primary mechanism of sub glacial abrasion. The friction generated during subglacial abrasion
accounts for part of the basal shear stress at the rock- ice interface (Kamb and others, 1976).
Physics of attrition grinding

From watching cobblestone testing for wear resistance, Trouton (189 I) devised an
alternative (to Mohs scale) measure of rock hardness, intrinsic to a given material. Trouton
(1895) defined this absolute coefficient of attrition grinding as the attritivity: "the amount
removed per unit area, during unit displacement, when two surfaces of the same material
undergo relative movement while pressed together with unit pressure". Attritivity is
commonly expressed in kilograms per joule.
The relative importance of plastic deformation and brittle fracture is critical to developing
an effective model of subglacial abrasion. Commonly, rocks fracture to relieve high stress
concentrations but Westbrook and Jorgensen ( 1965) have shown that many non-metals will
deform plastically in micro-indentation experiments. In the first micro-indentation experiments with silicate minerals (load = 25 g, loading duration = I-I 000 s, area of
indentation = 20-35 flmz), Scholz and Engelder (1976) demonstrated that plastic deformation was dominant.
Bowden and Tabor (1964, p. 320-64) suggested "that for extremely brittle materials the
material will yield plastically without shattering only if the deformed region is smaller than a
critical size". By balancing normal forces on a rock abrading at the base of Nisqually Glacier
and employing penetration hardnesses measured for quartz and olivine as an approximation
to the mean value in andesitic rocks, one can calculate the fractional ratio of rock asperity
area in contact at the grinding interface to the area of the rock in contact with the glacier
above in order for plastic deformation to occur. At Nisqually Glacier, the effective pressure
on a rock at the bed is :::; IQ bar, but Scholz and Engelder (1976) have shown that the effective
pressure on a grinding silicate asperity must be at least 10 5 bar for plastic deformation to
occur. The-rock-asperity area actually in contact must be at least 10- 4 times smaller than the
rock-surface area under the pressure of the overlying glacier to undergo plastic deformation
during subglacial abrasion.
In the only previous quantitative model of sub glacial abrasion, Boulton ( [CI974]) assumed
that deformation occurs dominantly by plastic flow (Tabor, 1954; Bowden and Tabor, 1964,
p. 320-64). However, he did not show that plastic deformation actually is the dominant mode
of attrition grinding beneath glaciers.
Laboratory tests of attrition grinding

Andesite from the Nisqually Glacier terminus was taken to the laboratory for attritivity
tests similar to those ofKamb and others (1976). Boulders, 25-50 cm long, weighing 15-20 kg,
were attached by I I mm nylon rope to small spring scales. These scales crudely measured the
static and dynamic coefficients offriction as one rock was pulled across another. Normal force
equalled the weight-of the top boulder. The comminution product was hand brushed from
the interface after every pull of one boulder over another to avoid the lubrication effect seen
by Trouton (1895) . All three boulders used had natural planar interfaces, picked in the field
to provide stability during laboratory tests.
Sixteen runs established the attritivity of a boulder (minerals exhibiting a mean Mohs
hardness of 6.5) over a boulder (exhibiting a mean Mohs hardness of 7.0) as 9 X 10-6 kg J-I.
Enough runs were included to assure that the attritivity approached a constant value. No
striations were visible after grinding. Instead, the apparent areas of contact looked sim~lar to
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rough wood sanded with a m edium sandpa p er. About 90% by volume of the ground a ndesite
a ppeared to have been created as semi-rectang ular-shaped blocks (0.017- 0. 22 mm across) by
brittle fracture, when observed by optical a nd scanning electron microscopes. The la bora tory
a ttritivity tes ts appear to have been dominated by brittle frac ture, possibly due to the low
confining pressures. This m ay yield an attritivity value tha t is not a t a ll a pplicable to
subglacial a brasion.
Field observations of subglacial abrasion

Subglacia lly a braded r ocks a nd bedrock a t Nisqually a nd Blue Glaciers w ere inspected
to determ ine which mode of d eform ation domina tes the a brasion process a t the glacier base.
V ery smooth, continuous stria tions with sm a ll r ock ridges a long the groove ed ges a ppeared to
represent pl astic deforma tio n . Chips and fractures in , a nd n ear, discontinuously grooved
stria tions were ta ken as field evidence of bri ttle fracture. T wo typ es of striation were observed:
bas-relief and grooved depression. At N isqually Glacier, th e m ost common typ e consists of a
plaster in b as-relief, commo nly overlying a glacially polish ed surface whic h is previously
undescribed in the litera ture. Sometimes, individual bas-reli ef stri ations extend for 40- 60 cm
on otherwise uniforml y polish ed glacial boulders. On the ot her hand, the subglacial precipita tes reported near Nisqua lly Glacier by Halle t (1975) a re usually an order of magnitude
wider tha n a b as-relief stria tion a nd not m ore th a n 10-2 0 cm in length . The bas-relief stria tion
is often grooved on its upper surface, con tains some sand grains a nd in every case is the color
of local rock softer tha n the stone it adheres to .
The o ther striation observed is the more famili ar grooved d epression (C h a mberlin, 1888 ;
Flint, [CI971] ). M any of the widest stri a tion s of this group (0. 1- 5.0 cm wide) h ave obvious
fracture a nd prod ma rks (C ha mberlin, 1888). T heir associa tion with crescentic gouges
(Gilbert, 1906 ; J ohnson , unpublished) adds support to the inference tha t the widest striations
form dominantl y by brittle fracture. Th e sm a ller stria tions (less than 0. 1 c m wide) in the
grooved d epression group appear to have been formed domina ntly by plas tic gouging based
on the uniform continuity of unfractured grooves plus the ra ised ridges occasiona lly seen on
the edges of freshly exposed (less than 20 years) stria tions.
Both g rooved depression a nd bas-relief stria tions observed in the field a ppear to have
exac t counterpa r ts in recent la bora tory fri c tion experiments of rock-on-rock sliding at
velocities ( 10- 4- 10- 3 mm S-I) a nd normal stresses on rocks a t the bed (50- 500 b a r) similar to
those beli eved to exist in the subglacial environment. Engelder a nd Scholz (1976) have shown
tha t wear tracks in polished quartz are produced by an as perity harder tha n the underlying
rock. The asperi ty ploughs a groove until sh ear stress exceeds the fracture streng th of the
asperity a nd it breaks off. Th ese tracks of n egative relief visu a lly appear to b e the same as
grooved d epression stria tions a nd may ha ve formed in the sa me manner. Engelder and
Scholz observed quartz wear tracks of positive relief caused b y a n asperity h a rder tha n the
underl ying rock rubbing off o n the rock. T he positive tracks appear to be the sa me as basrelief stri a tio ns a nd may h ave similar origins. Fina lly, when a qua rtz as perit y slid over underlying rock of equal hardness , a track of fractures a t high a n gles to the directio n of slip was
produced. These fractures m ay have similar origins to crescentic fractures a nd crescentic
gouges observed in glacia ted rock.
Theoretically derived attritivities

Details of this derivatio n a re found in M e tcalf (unpublished ) a nd are omitted here due to
space limita tions. For N isqu ally Glacier andesite a nd compa ra ble ma teria ls, theoretical
a ttritivities were calcula ted using the ma teria l properties of penetration ha rdness, elas tic
modulus, and fracture toug hness. T he attri tivity deri ved using penetration h a rdness, associa ted with plastic deformati o n , gives the closes t agreement (3 X 10- 6 kg J - I) compa red to the
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laboratory attritivities measured in the present study ( 1-9 X 10- 6 kg J -I) and that of Kamb
and others ( 1976) (3 X 10- 6 kg J-I ).
Paradoxically, experimentally abraded grains appeared in optical and SEM micrographs
to be dominated by brittle fracture , not plastic deformation. Independent energy calculations
by the author and N. W. Riley (written communication, 1978) suggest severe inefficiencies
(such as crack propagation energy and frictional adhesion) exist, raising the energy expended
in grinding by brittle fracture towards the value expected when plastic ploughing dominates.
Thus , the observed good agreement between theoretical and experimental attritivities may
not reflect the dominance of plastic deformation during abrasion but may prove valuable in
empirical calculations of mass subglacially abraded.

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY BALANCE

In 175 I , Altmann recognized that gravity was the cause of glacier motion (Paterson, 1969) ,
but no one has published a complete gravitational energy balance for a temperate glacier.
The importance of this exercise is to understand how much energy is available for glacier
movement and subglacial abrasion.
The gravitational energy balance of a temperate glacier can be expressed as:

Ep == Er + Bs
(I)
where Ep is the change in gravitational potential energy in time interval (I), Er is the energy
dissipated inside the glacier by viscous dissipation and other means, and B s is the energy of
basal sliding. This formulation inherently excludes any energy external to the balance of the
mechanical movement of the glacier, including : heat input during internal water drainage
(Clarke, 1976), latent-heat loss by water run-off, heat input by surface and basal geothermal
melting, plus the associated kinetic energy of surface and geothermal melt water and rain
run-off. Energy dissipated by ice melting during subglacial abrasion is included in the B s term.
The change in gravitational potential energy (Ep) in a time interval (I) is given by:

Ep = pgtIg(Vs + Vi) sin IX
(2)
where IX is the mean slope of the glacier b ed , 1 is the time interval of interest, ( Vs + Vj) is the
sum of mean sliding and internal velocities , g is the gravitational acceleration, pg is the mean
density of the glacier, and J is the volume of ice under consideration.
The energy expended for internal deformation may be expressed as:
Ei = VilAbTi
where A b is the area of glacier bed and Tj is the mean internal shear stress.
In like manner, the energy expenditure associated with basal sliding is:
Bs = VsIAbTb
where Tb is the mean basal shear stress.
Employing the previously discussed assumption that all measured suspended sediment
flushed from beneath the glacier is produced by subglacial abrasion, the energy expended in
subglacial abrasion, Ea, may be expressed as:
Ea = RMml (At-l)
(5)
where Mm is the measured mass eroded for the entire glacier, R is the ratio of bed area used
in Equation (4) to the total bed area where basal drag occurs (for Nisqually Glacier, R = 1.96
km2 /4.40 km2 = 0-45; this factor merely quantifies the fact that most sliding observations
are accomplished over a fraction of the total glacier area), and At is the attritivity.
Three assumptions in this calculation are tenuous. Processes other than subglacial abrasion
may produce rock flour from bedrock and not all of the subglacial bed is bedrock, so that
energy requirements to produce the measured rock flour in suspension may be significantly
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different than calculated by at tritivity theory. Any rock flour subglacially abraded but
transported as b ed load by N isqually River is neglected . Secon dl y, it is not accurate to
assume that bed abrasion is spacially uniform. There is probably less abrasion in the upper
accumula tion zon e, where avalanched abrasive tools are in transit to the bed from above, and
few may have b een plucked from the bed. Finally, if the laborator y values for At a re different
than those at the glacier bed , the value for Ea could be substantially in error.
In computing the gravitational energy ba lance, heavy reliance has been placed on the
careful glacier dynamics studies of H odge ( 1974, unpublished ). Since Hodge's m easurements
are for lower N isqually Glacier, the energy balance only includes the lower 2 km' of the glacier.
Ice depths were determined with a 20 o ~ accuracy by Hodge, u sing gravity methods. The
fraction of the basal-sliding en ergy dissipated in subglacial a brasion , F in Equation (6), was
estimated in the same manner as by K a mb and others ( 1976). It should be noted that the author
believes their value of this fraction ( 0.29 for Blue Glacier) exhibits at least the range of error
cited for the present study (T a ble 11 ).
TAB LE

I I.

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY BALANCE FOR LOWER NISQUALLY
(ENERGY GIVEN IN JO U LES)

GLAC IER IN ONE YEAR

Maximum possible range of natural variation
(error range and true natural variation is
significantly less but quantitatively
Best estimate for
Best estimate for
T erm
indeterminate )
individual term
overall energy balance
Ep
1.42 X 10 13- 1.95 X 10"
2.90 X 10 13
2.90 X 10 13
El
1.61 X 10I Z- 4 .02 X 10"
2.25 X 10 "
2.25 X 10"
Bs
6 .30 X 101 '-2. 42 X 10 13
1.24 X 10 13
2.42 X 10 13
Ea
8·54 X 10 1'-1.53 X 10"
4.45 X 1013
8.54 X 10"
Best estimate of overall energy balan ce (employing comparati ve ite ration through measured
ranges of variables) :
Ep = Ei + Bs;
EaBs- 1 <; I ,
2.90 X 10 13 ~ 2.25 X 10" + 2.42 X 1013;
Ea Bs- I = 0.35,
2.90 X 1013 ~ 2.67 X 1013.
Values used in energy bal a n ce:
Pi = o.go Mg m - 3 ,
Vi = 2 800 X 90 X 700 m 3,
g = g.81 m s- z,
a (m ean ) = 14°, ra nge = 13-20°,
t = I year,
Va (m ean ) = 210 mm d - I, range = 115- 340 mm d - I,
VI (mean ) = 45 mm d - I, range = 33- 5 7 mm d - I,
Tb (m ea n ) = 1.00 bar, range = 0.80- 1. 16 bar,
Ti (estimated mean ) = 0.7 bar, est imated range = 0.5- 1. 25 bar,
Mm = 3.00 X 10' kg a - I, range 2.88- 3 .46 X 10' kg a - I,
At (m ean ) = 3 X 10- 6 kg J - I, range = 1- 9 X 10- 6 kg .1 - 1 ,
Sources: Hodge (unpublish ed ) a nd Mctcalf (unpublished ).
SUBGLACIAL ABRASION MODELS

Quantitative subglacial abrasion theory has only been recently d eveloped by Rothlisberger
( 1968), Nye and Martin ( 1968), and Boulton ([CI974] ). The read er is referred to Boulton's
derivation as the only previous model "easily" tested by field observations.
For Nisqually Glacier (where V = 60 m a - I and effective normal pressure is about 10 bar),
Boulton's plot of theoretical abrasion-rates versus effective normal pressure for different ice
velocities yields:

Ab* (k;C)-I ;: : ;

600- 7 00 .

Beneath Icelandic glaciers with basaltic bedrock, Boulton ([CI974] ) has empirically deterk,c
0.026 X 0.50
mined that - =
Since there is no access to the predominantly andesitic bed
p
goD
16
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of isq ua lly Glacier , th ese Icelandic values were assumed to be the same at isquall y G lacier ,
in order to test Boulton 's model. Solving for the abras ion-ra te, Ab * = 0.008- 0.0 10 m a - I.
This abrasion-ra te multiplied by the mean d ensity of N isquall y Glacier andesite (2. 7 Mg m - 3 )
and the area of the b ed (4.4 X 10 6 m 2) yields the annual mass abraded according to Bo ul ton's
model ( 10 8 kg a- I). Geologic mapping by the a uthor shows that about 85 % of N isqually
Glacier moves over andesite , and the r est moves over g ranodiorite n ear the terminus. This
small area of granitic rock is considered to have no major effect on the m ean ab rasio n-rates
discussed in this stud y.
Boulton's model p r edicts 10 8 kg a - I are abraded a nd the presen t study estima tes 3 X 10 7
kg a - I are abraded. This discrepancy is within a n o rder of magnitude; from the yearl y
va ri ability (± 50 %) , experimenta l error (less th an 50 % ), a nd ass umptions (unknown percentage error) inherent in the mass-flux measurements, this could be termed a successful
prediction.
An a lternative m od el of subglacia l abrasion is here proposed that is just as acc urate for
predicti ng such erosion at Nisqually Glacier. Attritivity may be used to est imate the annual
mass abraded by
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Fig . 3. R ela tions between theoretically derived attritivity (based 01/ assuming plastic deformation as the dominant mechanism in
attrition grinding ) and the physical properties (density and hardness) of the sllbglacial bedrock.
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where !lIA is the mass annually abraded, At is the attritivity, F is the fractional ratio of basal
grinding energy to basal sliding energy, C is the fractional ratio of particle area in contact with
bed area, and Bs is the annual basal sliding energy evaluated over the area of the glacier bed.
Attritivity dominated by plastic deformation may be theoretically calculated as the density
of a given rock type, divided by the product of the indentation hardness and the gravitational
acceleration. Since there is a physical relationship between Mohs hardness and indentation
hardness (Bowden and Tabor, 1964, p . 347) , attritivity may be calculated readily from the
density and Mohs hardness of the bedrock (Fig. 3).
The best estimate for Nisqually Glacier of annual mass subglacially abraded is:

but, since the basal sliding energy isjust that calculated by Bodge ( 1974) for the lower 45 %
of the glacier's basal area, the above value must be extrapolated (the assumed extrapolation is
linear, although clearly basal sliding energy varies longitudinally through the glacier) by
multiplying by 2.22 to yield 3 X 10 7 kg a - I, which is also the same figure given by field measurement. The maximum possible range of each variable is: At = I-IS X 10 - 6 kg J-I,
Bs = 6,3 X 10 12- 2.4 X 10 13 J a - I, F = unknown- l.oo, and C = unknown- I.oo. The estimated
value for C was taken from Boulton's ([C I 974] ) subglacial observations and for F was based on
using the maximum value of Bs summed to Ei to obtain the best agreeme nt with Ep (Table Il)
in the gravitational energy balance. Exact agreement between calculated and measured
abrad ed sediment was fortuitous , not intentional. Future work should concentrate on more
rigorous measurements of C a nd F.

TA B LE

Ill.

COMPARISON

OF

Locatio n
Bedrock geology

PRODUCTION

AND C HARACTERISTICS
NORTH-WEST G LACIERS

OF

SUBGLACIALLY

ABRADED

MASS

Blue Glacier
M ount Olympus, Washington
lat. 47° 40 ' N., long. 123° 41 ' W . (I )

85 0 0 a nd esite
15 ~o gran odi orite ( I )

Combinations of argillite and graywacke ( I )

M ean basal shear stress

1.00 ba r (2)

1. 35 bar (3)

61 m a - I (2)

23 m a- I (3)

of

Area of glacier

TWO

N isqualLy Glacier
M ount Raini er, Washington
lat. 460 40' N., lo ng. 121 0 44 ' W. ( I )

Mean basal sliding velocity
Avera ge surface slope
ablati on zone

AT

6- 9

14° (2)

0

(I)

4.3 km' (3)

4.4 km' (2)

10- 6 kg J - I

Attritivity of bedrock

9 - I X IO - 6kgJ - 1 ( I )

3X

Range of suspended sedim ent concentration in
s umm e r
m e lt-water
strea ms exiting terminus

641-41 32 mg I- I ( I )

62-253 mg I- I (4)

(3)

Subgl a cial abrasio n-rate
(m eas ured s u s p e nded
mass Aux from underneath glacier)

Sources.' ( I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Measurements by the author.
Hodge ( 1974),
Kamb and others ( 1976) ; A .C.U. presentation and abstract.
Measurements primarily by the author, assisted by Tanaka, Echeimayer, and Kamb during 1976
Ca!. Tech. Blue Glacier Expedition .
(5) Data reduction from (3 ) by the author.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Analyses of glacier sliding ought to evaluate the importance of bed friction to sliding
velocity through the basal shear stress. Clapperton (1975) hypothesized that surging glaciers
incorporate many more basal rocks by regelation refreezing into the glacier sole than
comparable non-surging glaciers. More rock area traveling at a high velocity over the bed
should increase subglacial abrasion compared to non-surge behavior. Increased subglacial
abrasion should decrease basal sliding velocities by increasing the mean basal shear stress
and tend to slow or stop a surge. These qualitative ideas should be developed into a glaciersliding model testable by field observation.
Morland ( 1976) has shown that a model of glacier sliding with friction, in which the
tangential traction is proportional to a power of the slip velocity, will decrease the basal-sliding
velocity by increasing bed friction. Scholz and Engelder ( 1976) have demonstrated that
during the striation of rock at approximate glacial sliding velocities ( 10-4- 10- 3 mm S-I ) and
normal stresses on rocks at the bed (50-500 bar), the shear stress is proportional to the log of
sliding velocity. Future research should decide if the micro-scale striation-friction model of
Scholz and Engelder actually controls the mega-scale glacier-bed friction model of Morland.
Budd (personal communication, 1978) has taken the first step by demonstrating that
subglacial abrasion rates are proportional to the product of the basal shear stress, the effective
normal pressure , and the sliding velocity to the one-third power. In Budd's experiments, he
observed granitic rock abrading at 1 mm a-I for 1 bar shear stress and 20 bar normal stress
compared to andesitic rock at 2.5 mm a-I for I bar shear stress and 10- 12 bar normal stress
at Nisqually Glacier.
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DISCUSSION
D. N. COLLINS: Down-stream changes in solute content of melt water emerging from glacier
portals suggest that waters of high solute content are added to the main stream in outwash
areas from passage as ground-water morainic sediments beneath glaciers. Could this explain
the changes you observed in the pro-glacial area of Nisqually Glacier?
R. C. METCALF: First, one does not see damp moraine outside of the pro-glacial stream
boundaries which would indicate a near-surface ground-water flow at Nisqually Glacier.
Secondly, if the hydration of CO 2 as melt water exits the terminus is the rate-controlling factor
of observed pH changes, then one would expect that the distance of this change down-stream
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would be the product of stream velocity times the rate of the hydration reaction. This is
precisely what I observed. However, I should point out that your hypothesis also precisely
fits my field observations. Only future, presumably ingenious, research can resolve this
problem.
G. S. BOULT(,)N: To what extent are your data capable of distinguishing between different
erosional processes which may all be influenced in a similar way by changing glacier variables?
For instance, I would expect an increase in glacier activity to result in increased abrasion,
increased plucking, and increased fluvial erosion.
METCALF: Fluvial origin of suspended sediment in the glacier stream was considered negligible
in the Nisqually Glacier system for order-of-magnitude energy-balance computations. Microscopic examination of measured suspended sediments showed the universal blocky-grained
morphology characteristic of grinding rather than rounded or highly angular fragments.
W. B. KAMB: The very high fine-particle turbidity of glacial outlet streams, by comparison
with non-glacial streams of comparable size, shows that the fine particles in the glacial streams
are derived mainly by glacial abrasion rather than fluvial transport.
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